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White matter fiber tracts demonstrate heterogeneous vulnerabilities to aging effects. Here, we estimated 2 
age-related differences in tract properties using UK Biobank diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) 3 
data of 7167 47–76-year-old neurologically healthy people (3368 men and 3799 women). Tract properties 4 
in terms of generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), and 5 
mean diffusivity (MD), were sampled on 76 fiber tracts; for each tract, age-related differences were 6 
estimated by fitting these indices against age in a linear model. This cross-sectional study demonstrated 7 
four age-difference patterns. The dominant pattern was lower GFA and higher AD, RD, and MD with age, 8 
constituting 45 of 76 tracts, mostly involving the association, projection and commissure fibers connecting 9 
the prefrontal lobe. The other three patterns constituted only 14 tracts, with atypical age differences in 10 
diffusion indices, and mainly involved parietal, occipital, and temporal cortices. By analyzing the large 11 
volume of dMRI data available from the UK Biobank, the study has provided a detailed description of 12 
heterogeneous age-related differences in tract properties over the whole brain which generally supports the 13 




1. Introduction 1 
1.1. Axons, connectomics, and cognitive functions 2 
Cognitive functions of the brain are regulated by finely tuned signal transmission between connected 3 
neurons (Ackman et al., 2012). Recent advances in connectomics have rekindled the research interest in 4 
hodology by emphasizing the importance of connections between neurons for proper cognitive function 5 
(Hagmann et al., 2008). Neurons are interconnected by neuronal axons, which provide structural support 6 
for functional connectivity from the microscopic to macroscopic levels (Sporns et al., 2005). Studies on 7 
diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) have reported that the microstructural properties of white 8 
matter (WM) fiber tracts are associated with cognitive functions in both normal and diseased brains 9 
(Antonenko and Floel, 2014; Wallace et al., 2018). Even during normal aging, alterations in dMRI indices 10 
with age have been found to be associated with cognitive decline (Bennett and Madden, 2014). 11 
 12 
1.2. Patterns of dMRI-derived tract properties as a potential biomarker 13 
Aging effects on axonal fibers may occur at least one decade before manifestation of overt symptoms 14 
of cognitive decline (Araque Caballero et al., 2018). If brain pathology is involved, the associated fiber 15 
alterations present on top of the alterations caused by normal aging (Seltzer et al., 2004). Therefore, an 16 
accurate description of the alteration patterns related to normal aging is required to differentiate them from 17 
pathological alterations (Fjell et al., 2014). Through comparison with the standard patterns of tract alteration 18 
due to normal aging, any deviation in tract alteration can be detected. Furthermore, different 19 
neurodegenerative diseases may present different patterns of tract alteration early in the course of disease, 20 
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which might serve as biomarkers for risk prediction or therapeutic monitoring. 1 
 2 
1.3. WM fiber tracts in neuroimaging of the aging brain 3 
dMRI is the only noninvasive imaging modality that can be used to probe WM fiber tract properties 4 
in vivo (Beaulieu, 2002). Diffusion signals measured using dMRI reflect the geometric property of the 5 
underlying microstructure. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a widely used dMRI technique, in which the 6 
diffusion phenomenon is modeled as a three-dimensional (3D) Gaussian function of displacement 7 
probability (Basser et al., 1994). By fitting the Gaussian function as a rank-2 tensor, scalar indices can be 8 
extracted to obtain different diffusivity features of the probed microstructure. The most commonly used 9 
diffusion indices include axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), mean diffusivity (MD), and 10 
fractional anisotropy (FA). AD refers to the first eigenvalue corresponding to the first eigenvector of the 11 
diffusion tensor, and RD refers to the mean of the second and third eigenvalues. MD is determined by 12 
averaging the three eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor, and FA indicates the degree of anisotropy of the 13 
diffusion tensor. Many studies have used DTI to study alterations of fiber property in normally aged brains 14 
or in brains of those with neurodegenerative diseases (Gold and Keller, 2012). However, most studies have 15 
been limited by small sample sizes or focus on limited numbers of regions or diffusion indices, thus limiting 16 
the generalizability of the results (Chen-Plotkin, 2014). Recently, Cox et al. analyzed brain MRIs of 3513 17 
generally healthy people from the UK Biobank cohort using both conventional DTI and newly developed 18 
diffusion metrics in 27 major white matter tracts (Cox et al., 2016). To delineate spatial heterogeneity of 19 
dMRI-derived tract properties in more detail, specifically which tracts are vulnerable or resilient to aging 20 
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effects, more UK Biobank participants are desirable to analyze age-related differences in all four DTI 1 
indices on more refined tracts. 2 
 3 
1.4. Opportunities for mapping heterogeneous aging effects on WM fiber tracts in normal 4 
aging 5 
The dMRI data from the UK Biobank could enable the development of spatial patterns of dMRI-6 
derived tract properties in normal aging. Up to the date of the current study, the UK Biobank released 7 
approximately 9000 dMRI datasets. To convert such large amounts of dMRI raw data to information on 8 
tract-specific property is challenging. An automatic pipeline comprising data screening, diffusion tensor 9 
reconstruction, quality assurance, image registration, and tract-specific analysis must be developed. We 10 
recently developed a tract-based automatic analysis (TBAA) technique and established a complete 11 
processing pipeline for dMRI data (Chen et al., 2015). Thus far, the TBAA technique and processing 12 
pipeline have been applied in clinical studies on various neurological or psychiatric diseases (Chen et al., 13 
2018; Chien et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Lo et al., 2019; Tsai et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2015). By using 14 
massive dMRI data provided by the UK Biobank and our automatic analysis pipeline, we aimed to 15 
characterize heterogeneous patterns of age-related differences in dMRI-derived tract properties in healthy 16 
individuals aged 47–76 years. 17 
 18 
1.5. Purpose of the study 19 
The purpose of this cross-sectional design study was to characterize spatial patterns of dMRI-derived 20 
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tract properties in normal aging and provide detailed sex-stratified data for each fiber tract and each 1 
diffusion index. To account for the heterogeneity in dMRI-derived tract properties, we described the 2 
patterns of age-related differences in tract properties at 5 levels of fiber tract grouping, including the whole 3 
brain, three fiber systems, and individual fiber tracts. In particular, we described the patterns in terms of the 4 
four aforementioned diffusion indices, namely FA, AD, RD, and MD, and their corresponding spatial 5 
distributions. With the brain-wide view of age-related differences in tract properties, we aimed to test 6 
whether the heterogeneous spatial pattern supports the myelodegeneration hypothesis (Bartzokis, G., 2004; 7 
Davis et al., 2009), i.e. late-myelinating white matter tracts show earlier declines. 8 
 9 
  10 
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2. Methods 1 
2.1. Data source 2 
2.1.1. Participants 3 
The UK Biobank prospectively contains extensive health-related data of a cohort of 500,000 4 
participants, including questionnaires, physical and cognitive measures, and biological samples (Miller et 5 
al., 2016). Participants were in their fifth to eighth decade of age at baseline recruitment. The total number 6 
of recruited male and female participants up to September 2017 was 238,720 and 263,908, respectively 7 
(Sudlow et al., 2015). In 2014, an imaging extension was initiated with the aim of scanning 100,000 8 
participants. The first imaging center was built in Cheadle, Greater Manchester, England, where 9 
approximately 2% of the participants underwent scanning over a 2-year ramp-up period. Of this group 8830 10 
had usable T1-weighted (T1w) MRI, T2-FLAIR, and dMRI data. Details of unusable MRI data are 11 
presented in Supplementary Text 1. 12 
 13 
2.1.2. MRI data acquisition 14 
MRI scanning was performed using 3T Siemens Skyra System (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with 15 
the VD13A SP4 operating system and a 32-channel RF receiver head coil. T1wimages were acquired using 16 
a 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo pulse sequence under the following conditions: Inversion 17 
time (TI)/repetition time (TR) = 880/2000 ms, field-of-view (FOV) = 208 × 256 × 256 mm3, resolution= 1 18 
× 1 × 1 mm3, sagittal plane, and in-plane acceleration factor = 2. T2-FLAIR images were acquired using 19 
3D sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts with fat saturation under the following 20 
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conditions: TI/TR = 1800/5000ms, FOV = 192×256×256 mm3, resolution = 1.05×1×1 mm3, sagittal plane, 1 
and in-plane acceleration factor =2. dMRI was conducted using a standard (monopolar) spin-echo echo-2 
planar imaging sequence with 5 baseline images (b = 0 s mm−2), 50 diffusion-weighted images with b = 3 
1000 s mm−2, and 50 diffusion-weighted images with b = 2000 s mm−2 with the following imaging 4 
parameters: TR/TE = 3600/92 ms, FOV = 104 × 104 mm2, in-plane resolution = 2 ×2 mm2, slice thickness 5 
= 2 mm, slice number = 72, transaxial plane, and multislice acceleration = 3. In addition to the primary 6 
dMRI data, 3 b=0s mm−2 images with reversed phase encoding were acquired for subsequent field map 7 
estimation along with 3 b=0s mm−2 images with standard phase encoding. The estimated field map was 8 
used for distortion correction in the dMRI datasets. 9 
 10 
2.2. Data screening 11 
To ensure that participants who underwent scanning were neurologically healthy, participants with a 12 
history of neurological or psychiatric disease, substance abuse, and malignancy (as listed in Supplementary 13 
Text 1) or an IQ outside the range 100±30 (mean±2 SD) were excluded from the analysis. We also excluded 14 
imaging data with poor quality, including images with a poor signal-to-noise ratio, failed distortion 15 
correction, or large intrascanning displacement between dMRI and T1w images, and incomplete imaging 16 
data. Finally, after data screening, data of 7692 participants, including 3653 men and 4039 women, were 17 
eligible for inclusion. 18 
 19 
2.3. Image processing 20 
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2.3.1. Reconstruction of dMRI data 1 
For each participant, the TOPUP tool (Andersson et al., 2003) was applied on the b=0 s mm−2 dMRI 2 
images with opposite phase-encoding direction to estimate the b = 0 field map. The EDDY tool (Andersson 3 
and Sotiropoulos, 2015; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016) was then applied on the primary dMRI dataset 4 
to correct for susceptibility-induced distortions, eddy current–induced distortions, head motion, and outlier 5 
slices (individual slices in the 4D data). 6 
In this study, we employed the mean apparent propagator (MAP)-MRI algorithm (Ozarslan et al., 2013) 7 
to process the diffusion signals. MAP-MRI is a generalization of DTI which models the signal profiles as 8 
a linear combination of Hermite functions. MAP-MRI has a sound theoretical framework and great 9 
generalizability to various diffusion acquisition schemes. In practice, the diffusion data (both shells) was 10 
fitted to a diffusion tensor model which includes the Gaussian function and also the zero-order Hermite 11 
functions. Tensor estimation was conducted using the approach proposed in Koay et al. (2006). Specifically, 12 
the weighted linear least-squares method was used to generate an initial estimation of the tensor, which 13 
served as a starting point of a nonlinear least-squares method. The resultant tensor of the nonlinear least-14 
squares algorithm was positive-definite as a positivity constraint was imposed during estimation (Koay et 15 
al., 2006)). The higher-order terms, which are the orthogonal corrections to the Gaussian approximation 16 
and account for the non-Gaussian components of the diffusion signals, were subsequently obtained from 17 
the fitted Hermite functions. Because Fourier transforms of the Hermite functions are also Hermite 18 
functions, the diffusion propagator and orientation distribution function (ODF) were reconstructed from the 19 
estimated coefficients. Ning et al. (Ning et al., 2015) used a physical phantom to comprehensively compare 20 
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several reconstruction algorithms, including constrained spherical deconvolution and MAP-MRI. The 1 
results revealed that among the reconstruction algorithms, the MAP-MRI method provided the most 2 
accurate reconstruction, with a low normalized mean square error and low percentage of false peaks. 3 
From the ODF, the generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA) (Tuch, 2004), which is analogous to FA in 4 
DTI, was calculated. The diffusivity indices MD, RD, and AD were calculated as defined in the DTI model. 5 
These indices have been considered surrogate markers for different microstructural properties of WM 6 
(Alexander et al., 2011). Other diffusion indices from MAP-MRI such as return-to-the-origin probability, 7 
return-to-the-axis probability, return-to-the-plane probability, non-Gaussianity, non-Gaussianity along the 8 
principal eigenvector, and non-Gaussianity perpendicular to the principal eigenvector were not reported in 9 
this paper because they are not fully characterized and their associations with microstructural 10 
correspondence remain unclear. Diffusion data reconstructions, including DTI estimation, MAP-MRI 11 
estimation, and diffusion index calculation, were processed using in-house programs written using 12 
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). 13 
 14 
2.3.2. Tract-based analysis of diffusion indices 15 
In this study, we employed TBAA to avoid intra-rater and inter-rater variability and the potential errors 16 
from human factors in tract-specific analysis of dMRI data. To perform diffusion index sampling along 17 
each of the fiber tracts, TBAA was conducted to sample the diffusion indices from 76 predefined major 18 
fiber tract bundles over the whole brain (Chen et al., 2015). These 76 major fiber tract bundles were 19 
previously reconstructed in NTU-DSI-122, a DSI template, through deterministic streamline-based 20 
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tractography, with multiple regions of interest defined in the automated anatomical labeling atlas (Lyttelton 1 
et al., 2007). NTU-DSI-122 comprises DSI datasets from 122 healthy adults; these data sets are registered 2 
in the ICBM-152 space (Hsu et al., 2015). The dMRI images and T1w images from the UK Biobank were 3 
registered in NTU-DSI-122-DTI, a DTI template previously derived from NTU-DSI-122 template 4 
(available at http://www.nitrc.org/projects/ntu-dsi-122/). After registration, the coordinates of the 76 tracts 5 
were transformed from the ICBM-152 space to the individual native space with corresponding deformation 6 
maps. The deformation maps were obtained through a group-wise registration, which included anatomical 7 
information obtained from the T1w images and microstructural information obtained from the diffusion 8 
datasets. The group-wise registration process comprised two steps involving the Shoot algorithm 9 
(Ashburner and Friston, 2011) of SPM12 and the LDDMM-DTI method (Cao et al., 2006) implemented 10 
in-house. Detailed procedures of the registration and validation of the registration accuracy are described 11 
in Supplementary Text 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows the tractogram of 76 white matter fiber 12 
tracts in the DSI template. 13 
 14 
Fig. 1.Tractogram of the 76 white matter tracts in the DSI template. Please see Supplementary Table 1 for 15 
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Each fiber tract bundle was divided into 100 equal steps, and the diffusion indices were sampled in the 1 
native space along the step coordinates. The output of tract-based analysis for each participant was a two-2 
dimensional (2D) array of the sampled diffusion indices (x-axis: 100 steps along sampling coordinates; y-3 
axis: 76 WM tract bundles). Consequently, four 2D arrays of diffusion indices were obtained from each 4 
participant corresponding to GFA, AD, RD, and MD. Tract-specific diffusion indices were calculated by 5 
using the arithmetic means of the diffusion indices over 100 steps. 6 
Image registration and tract-specific sampling were conducted using the Maxwell High Performance 7 
Computing Cluster of the University of Aberdeen IT Service (www.abdn.ac.uk/staffnet/research/hpc.php), 8 
which is provided by Dell Inc. and supported by Alces Software Ltd. and has 800 CPU cores and a total 9 
memory size of 12 TB. All in-house algorithms are proprietary owned by NTU; interested users can request 10 
WYIT (first author) for the terms of use. 11 
 12 
2.4. Correction for cerebrospinal fluid partial volume effect 13 
The diffusion indices at each step of the tract were confounded by the partial volume effect of CSF 14 
(PVECSF) linearly (Supplementary Fig. 2). To remove the confounding effect of PVECSF, we used the 15 
deformation maps from NTU-DSI-122-DTI to individual DTI datasets and to T1w images, tissue 16 
probabilities in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) derived from T1w images were sampled along each neural 17 
tract (see Supplementary Text 2), and a 100 × 76 2D array of CSF probability corresponding to PVECSF was 18 
constructed at each step along each fiber tract. This information was used to regress out PVECSF on apparent 19 
diffusion indices Dapp. A linear regression model, Dapp = β0 + β1× PVECSF, was performed on each individual 20 
12 
 
by using 100×76 apparent diffusion indices and 100×76 CSF probabilities. β1 values obtained from the 1 
regression model was used to regress out the confounding effect of PVECSF at each step of the tract, i.e. 2 
Dapp−β1× PVECSF. The diffusion indices after regressing out PVECSF compared with apparent diffusion 3 
indices are detailed in Supplementary Fig. 2. 4 
 5 
2.5. Tract grouping 6 
To characterize spatial patterns of age-related differences, we grouped the 76 tracts into five levels: 76 7 
tracts, 25 tract groups, 10 subsystems, 3 fiber systems, and the whole brain. The 76 tracts and their grouping 8 
are detailed in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3. 9 
 10 
2.6. Statistical analysis 11 
To quantify the difference in tract properties across 47–76 years of age, we used a linear regression 12 
model: Y = β0 + β1×age, where Y denotes the mean diffusion index for each tract entity and β1 the average 13 
annual difference. Because many tracts exhibited significant age-by-sex interactions (Supplementary Table 14 
2), we applied the model to male and female participants separately to obtain sex-specific age difference 15 
patterns for each diffusion index. The linear regression model was used because after 45 years of age, the 16 
diffusion indices vary almost linearly with age. The justification of using the linear model rather than the 17 
quadratic model is provided in Supplementary Text 3. 18 
The linear regression model was applied to each tract (sample, m = 76), each tract group (m = 25), 19 
each subsystem (m = 10), each fiber system (m = 3), and the whole brain (m = 1). Assuming that the tracts 20 
13 
 
or tract groups within each grouping level are independent measures, Bonferroni correction was performed 1 
for multiple comparisons, and statistical significance was considered when p values were <0.05/m, where 2 
m was the number of comparisons within each grouping level. To characterize the spatial distributions of 3 
age-related difference in diffusion indices, β1values that passed statistical testing were color-coded and 4 
rendered in tract maps. Tracts were ordered by 76 tracts or 25 tract groups to help appreciate the 5 
heterogeneity of age difference. 6 
  7 
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3. Results 1 
3.1. Demographics 2 
To ensure high-quality DTI data, we excluded participants with GFA, AD, RD, or MD in the MRI data 3 
outside the range of mean ± 4SD in any of the 76 tracts. After quality assurance, the age distribution of the 4 
diffusion index variances demonstrated no age-related bias (Supplementary Fig. 4), and 7167 participants 5 
(93.2% of 7692 people; age range, 47–76 years), including 3380 men and 3787 women, were included in 6 
the final analysis. Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of the recruited participants. 7 
Table 1: Demographics of participants in full sample, imaging subsample, and final subsample. 8 
 9 
3.2. Brain-wide patterns of age-related differences in tract properties 10 
Age-related differences (i.e. β1) and p values of GFA, AD, RD, and MD at five levels of tract grouping 11 
are listed in Table 2. We observed a predominant global pattern of age-related difference in diffusion indices; 12 
however, a deviation from this global pattern was observed at a more fine-grained level.  13 
At the whole-brain level, we noted a dominant pattern of age-related difference in diffusion indices: 14 
significantly lower GFA and higher AD, RD, and MD with age (labeled in pink in Table 2). At the three-15 
system level, the patterns were almost similar, except a nonsignificant RD difference in the commissure 16 
fiber system. At the 10-subsystem level, the pattern of lower GFA and higher AD, RD, and MD with age 17 
15 
 
was seen in five subsystems. The pattern was most dominant in the association fibers, involving the limbic 1 
system and the cortico-cortical system, followed by the projection fibers, involving the frontostriatum (FS), 2 
the thalamic radiation (TR), and the least in the callosal fibers, involving the collosal fibers connecting the 3 
frontal cortex (CF_Front). In the remaining five systems, the callosal fibers connecting the temporal cortex 4 
(CF_Temp) showed an atypical pattern of higher GFA, AD and MD, and lower RD with age (labeled in 5 
orange in Table 2). 6 
At the level of 25 tract groups, 14 tract groups exhibited the consistent global pattern. The pattern was 7 
distributed in most of the association fibers, including the body of the cingulum (CGB), the hippocampal 8 
part of the cingulum (CGH), the fornix (FX), the uncinate fasciculus (UF), the arcuate fasciculus (AF), the 9 
frontal aslant tract (FAT), the inferio-occipital fasciculus (IFOF), the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), 10 
and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). The global pattern was found in 50% of the projection fibers, 11 
including the frontostriatum of the prefrontal cortex (FS_Pfc), the frontostriatum of the motor cortex 12 
(FS_Mot), the thalamic radiation of the prefrontal cortex (TR_Pfc), and the thalamic radiation of the 13 
auditory cortex (TR_Aud). Only one part of the callosal fibers showed the global pattern, i.e. the callosal 14 
fibers connecting the sensorimotor cortex (CF_Sm). In the remaining 11 tract groups, we noted the atypical 15 
pattern of higher GFA, AD and MD, and higher /lower RD with age (labeled in orange in Table 2) in the 16 
stria terminalis (ST), the thalamic radiation of the sensorimotor cortex (TR_Sm), and CF_Temp. We also 17 
observed another atypical pattern of higher /lower GFA, lower AD, RD and MD with age (labeled in blue 18 
in Table 2) in the perpendicular fasciculus (PF), and the thalamic radiation of the optic nerve (TR_Opt). 19 
At the level of 76 tracts, we categorized the tracts according to shared profiles of age-related difference 20 
16 
 
in diffusion indices and found four main groups exhibiting distinct profiles among the 76 tracts (Table 2). 1 
The first group constituted the majority of tracts (45of 76 tracts), with higher AD, RD, and MD and lower 2 
/insignificant GFA with age (labeled in pink in Table 2). These tracts are most dominant in the association 3 
fibers (23, 88 % of 26 association fibers), followed by the projection fibers (16, 50% of 32 projection fibers), 4 
and the least in the callosal fibers (6, 33% of 18 callosal fibers). The second group comprised 8 tracts and 5 
exhibited higher AD, MD, and GFA, and higher /lower RD with age (labeled in orange in Table 2). This 6 
group included 6 projection fibers, including bilateral corticospinal tracts of the hand (CST_Hand), bilateral 7 
thalamic radiations to the precentral cortex (TR_Precentral) and bilateral postcentral cortex 8 
(TR_Postcentral), and 2 callosal fibers, namely callosal fibers connecting the superior temporal lobe 9 
(CF_Sup Temp) and posterior commissure (CF_PC). The third group comprised 4 tracts and exhibited 10 
higher GFA and AD, lower RD, and lower /insignificant MD with age (labeled in green in Table 2). These 11 
tracts included the right CST of toe (CST_Toe) and the callosal fibers connecting the middle temporal lobe 12 
(CF_Mid temp), temporal pole (CF_Temp pole), and hippocampus (CF_Hippo). The fourth group 13 
comprised 4 tracts and presented higher /lower GFA, lower AD, RD and MD with age (labeled in blue in 14 
Table 2). This group included left PF, bilateral TR_Opt and the callosal fiber connecting the ventrolateral 15 
prefrontal cortex (CF_VLPFC). 16 
 17 
Table 2: The age-related difference in GFA, AD, RD, and MD in terms of β1 and P values, male and female 18 








L CGB -1.38 (0.080) -2.97 (0.000) 3.14 (0.017) 4.26 (0.000) 4.46 (0.000) 5.92 (0.000) 4.02 (0.000) 5.37 (0.000)
R CGB 1.23 (0.137) -1.90 (0.017) 8.18 (0.000) 7.14 (0.000) 3.05 (0.000) 5.68 (0.000) 4.76 (0.000) 6.16 (0.000)
L CGH -0.04 (0.954) -2.27 (0.000) 5.94 (0.000) 1.87 (0.065) 2.23 (0.008) 3.06 (0.000) 3.47 (0.000) 2.66 (0.000)
R CGH -1.61 (0.003) -2.68 (0.000) 10.17 (0.000) 10.99 (0.000) 8.15 (0.000) 10.68 (0.000) 8.82 (0.000) 10.78 (0.000)
L FX -0.22 (0.677) -2.14 (0.000) 31.03 (0.000) 11.90 (0.000) 10.39 (0.000) 2.17 (0.128) 17.27 (0.000) 5.41 (0.000)
R FX -5.94 (0.000) -5.14 (0.000) 19.48 (0.000) 3.51 (0.017) 22.51 (0.000) 8.76 (0.000) 21.50 (0.000) 7.01 (0.000)
L ST  3.75 (0.000) -0.22 (0.670) -17.41 (0.000) 2.84 (0.076) 0.07 (0.964) 21.10 (0.000) -5.76 (0.000) 15.01 (0.000)
R ST 1.25 (0.013) -1.20 (0.014) 12.58 (0.000) 12.42 (0.000) 17.78 (0.000) 22.25 (0.000) 16.04 (0.000) 18.97 (0.000)
L UF -3.46 (0.000) -3.67 (0.000) 10.15 (0.000) 8.05 (0.000) 7.57 (0.000) 6.85 (0.000) 8.43 (0.000) 7.25 (0.000)
R UF -4.16 (0.000) -5.48 (0.000) 9.01 (0.000) 5.58 (0.000) 8.39 (0.000) 7.90 (0.000) 8.60 (0.000) 7.13 (0.000)
L AF -3.34 (0.000) -5.47 (0.000) 10.00 (0.000) 9.23 (0.000) 4.75 (0.000) 7.19 (0.000) 6.50 (0.000) 7.87 (0.000)
R AF -1.29 (0.026) -2.87 (0.000) 10.99 (0.000) 10.82 (0.000) 3.26 (0.000) 5.31 (0.000) 5.84 (0.000) 7.15 (0.000)
L FAT -4.11 (0.000) -7.75 (0.000) 13.57 (0.000) 9.03 (0.000) 9.22 (0.000) 11.81 (0.000) 10.67 (0.000) 10.88 (0.000)
R FAT 0.27 (0.629) -2.91 (0.000) 7.80 (0.000) 5.61 (0.000) 3.56 (0.000) 5.07 (0.000) 4.97 (0.000) 5.25 (0.000)
L IFOF -8.17 (0.000) -8.04 (0.000) 0.48 (0.539) 2.55 (0.001) 8.91 (0.000) 9.06 (0.000) 6.10 (0.000) 6.89 (0.000)
R IFOF -6.22 (0.000) -6.68 (0.000) 5.10 (0.000) 5.35 (0.000) 8.84 (0.000) 9.11 (0.000) 7.59 (0.000) 7.86 (0.000)
L ILF -2.00 (0.011) -2.53 (0.001) 10.70 (0.000) 9.27 (0.000) 4.44 (0.000) 4.93 (0.000) 6.53 (0.000) 6.37 (0.000)
R ILF -5.30 (0.000) -3.95 (0.000) 9.45 (0.000) 10.31 (0.000) 7.91 (0.000) 6.90 (0.000) 8.42 (0.000) 8.04 (0.000)
L PF 3.71 (0.000) -0.80 (0.141) -4.40 (0.000) -3.69 (0.000) -9.70 (0.000) -3.47 (0.000) -7.94 (0.000) -3.55 (0.000)
R PF -0.13 (0.813) -1.51 (0.007) -2.54 (0.013) 2.18 (0.029) -3.62 (0.000) 2.10 (0.006) -3.26 (0.000) 2.12 (0.003)
L SLF I -2.22 (0.000) -5.74 (0.000) 5.16 (0.000) 2.18 (0.041) 4.77 (0.000) 7.07 (0.000) 4.90 (0.000) 5.44 (0.000)
R SLF I -5.37 (0.000) -6.64 (0.000) 4.25 (0.000) 2.44 (0.020) 8.02 (0.000) 8.78 (0.000) 6.76 (0.000) 6.66 (0.000)
L SLF II -1.63 (0.008) -2.87 (0.000) 6.85 (0.000) 6.08 (0.000) 3.76 (0.000) 4.80 (0.000) 4.79 (0.000) 5.22 (0.000)
R SLF II 0.27 (0.650) -1.41 (0.013) 7.02 (0.000) 7.29 (0.000) 1.53 (0.011) 3.84 (0.000) 3.36 (0.000) 4.99 (0.000)
L SLF III -2.81 (0.000) -3.76 (0.000) 8.05 (0.000) 8.02 (0.000) 5.92 (0.000) 7.02 (0.000) 6.63 (0.000) 7.35 (0.000)
R SLF III -1.08 (0.141) -3.44 (0.000) 4.58 (0.000) 2.29 (0.031) 1.88 (0.006) 2.72 (0.000) 2.78 (0.000) 2.58 (0.000)
L CST_Toe 0.25 (0.605) -2.42 (0.000) 1.07 (0.208) -3.82 (0.000) -1.13 (0.018) -0.10 (0.828) -0.38 (0.319) -1.32 (0.001)
R CST_Toe 2.34 (0.000) -0.26 (0.559) 4.23 (0.000) -0.31 (0.674) -3.66 (0.000) -2.09 (0.000) -1.00 (0.022) -1.46 (0.001)
L CST_Trunk 0.39 (0.463) -2.82 (0.000) 4.16 (0.000) -1.28 (0.110) -0.24 (0.619) 1.54 (0.001) 1.19 (0.001) 0.53 (0.143)
R CST_Trunk 1.48 (0.001) -0.66 (0.128) 4.30 (0.000) -1.60 (0.049) -5.32 (0.000) -5.31 (0.000) -2.11 (0.001) -4.07 (0.000)
L CST_Hand 2.25 (0.000) -0.54 (0.174) 8.37 (0.000) 3.17 (0.000) -1.95 (0.000) -0.28 (0.524) 1.49 (0.000) 0.88 (0.019)
R CST_Hand 3.61 (0.000) 0.60 (0.166) 8.11 (0.000) 2.74 (0.000) -1.91 (0.000) -0.25 (0.565) 1.42 (0.000) 0.71 (0.046)
L CST_Mouth 1.36 (0.002) -1.96 (0.000) 4.36 (0.000) -0.54 (0.486) -1.08 (0.029) 1.44 (0.005) 0.67 (0.127) 0.74 (0.109)
R CST_Mouth 1.67 (0.001) -0.82 (0.075) 5.89 (0.000) -0.37 (0.661) -1.55 (0.005) -0.92 (0.113) 0.94 (0.044) -0.75 (0.137)
L CST_Geniculate -1.42 (0.000) -3.27 (0.000) 5.15 (0.000) 2.61 (0.000) 3.58 (0.000) 4.53 (0.000) 4.11 (0.000) 3.89 (0.000)
R CST_Geniculate -2.04 (0.000) -3.69 (0.000) 6.21 (0.000) 4.48 (0.000) 4.01 (0.000) 5.00 (0.000) 4.74 (0.000) 4.85 (0.000)
L ML -0.83 (0.069) -2.06 (0.000) -2.07 (0.030) -3.15 (0.001) 0.81 (0.106) 1.31 (0.007) -0.11 (0.837) -0.14 (0.777)
R ML 1.49 (0.002) -0.08 (0.868) 0.45 (0.610) -2.73 (0.001) -1.73 (0.001) -1.34 (0.010) -1.02 (0.040) -1.80 (0.000)
L FS_OFC -2.95 (0.000) -3.48 (0.000) 8.21 (0.000) 8.32 (0.000) 5.72 (0.000) 6.26 (0.000) 6.55 (0.000) 6.94 (0.000)
R FS_OFC -4.06 (0.000) -3.61 (0.000) 9.16 (0.000) 8.68 (0.000) 7.29 (0.000) 6.22 (0.000) 7.91 (0.000) 7.04 (0.000)
L FS_VLPFC -1.22 (0.089) -5.64 (0.000) 25.36 (0.000) 24.68 (0.000) 14.95 (0.000) 19.26 (0.000) 18.42 (0.000) 21.06 (0.000)
R FS_VLPFC -0.96 (0.165) -5.10 (0.000) 24.34 (0.000) 23.20 (0.000) 13.54 (0.000) 17.50 (0.000) 17.14 (0.000) 19.40 (0.000)
L FS_DLPFC -2.88 (0.000) -5.51 (0.000) 21.62 (0.000) 18.14 (0.000) 9.82 (0.000) 11.36 (0.000) 13.75 (0.000) 13.62 (0.000)
R FS_DLPFC -2.91 (0.000) -6.55 (0.000) 22.29 (0.000) 16.51 (0.000) 9.03 (0.000) 11.20 (0.000) 13.45 (0.000) 12.97 (0.000)
L FS_Mot -1.70 (0.004) -5.37 (0.000) 14.82 (0.000) 14.39 (0.000) 7.95 (0.000) 11.75 (0.000) 10.24 (0.000) 12.63 (0.000)
R FS_Mot -1.99 (0.001) -4.90 (0.000) 16.07 (0.000) 14.65 (0.000) 8.95 (0.000) 11.14 (0.000) 11.32 (0.000) 12.31 (0.000)
L TR_VLPFC -3.33 (0.000) -6.06 (0.000) 20.07 (0.000) 17.99 (0.000) 9.98 (0.000) 12.17 (0.000) 13.34 (0.000) 14.11 (0.000)
R TR_VLPFC -3.19 (0.000) -4.35 (0.000) 21.35 (0.000) 20.24 (0.000) 11.24 (0.000) 11.88 (0.000) 14.61 (0.000) 14.67 (0.000)
L TR_DLPFC  -1.44 (0.001) -4.51 (0.000) 20.60 (0.000) 15.86 (0.000) 6.92 (0.000) 8.81 (0.000) 11.48 (0.000) 11.16 (0.000)
R TR_DLPFC -1.17 (0.007) -4.53 (0.000) 21.32 (0.000) 15.86 (0.000) 7.07 (0.000) 9.00 (0.000) 11.82 (0.000) 11.28 (0.000)
L TR_Precentral 3.34 (0.000) -0.74 (0.215) 15.01 (0.000) 10.03 (0.000) 2.15 (0.000) 4.84 (0.000) 6.44 (0.000) 6.57 (0.000)
R TR_Precentral 4.13 (0.000) 0.12 (0.830) 17.55 (0.000) 11.50 (0.000) 1.88 (0.001) 4.30 (0.000) 7.10 (0.000) 6.70 (0.000)
L TR_Postcentral 5.37 (0.000) 2.55 (0.000) 14.18 (0.000) 8.06 (0.000) -2.25 (0.001) -1.43 (0.027) 3.22 (0.000) 1.73 (0.004)
R TR_Postcentral 5.00 (0.000) 1.57 (0.003) 16.28 (0.000) 11.30 (0.000) -0.26 (0.673) 2.04 (0.001) 5.26 (0.000) 5.13 (0.000)
L TR_Aud -2.23 (0.000) -3.01 (0.000) 2.53 (0.000) 0.25 (0.694) 2.58 (0.000) 3.07 (0.000) 2.56 (0.000) 2.13 (0.000)
R TR_Aud -0.91 (0.033) -1.92 (0.000) 6.70 (0.000) 2.61 (0.000) 4.64 (0.000) 4.01 (0.000) 5.33 (0.000) 3.54 (0.000)
L TR_Opt -2.99 (0.000) -3.33 (0.000) -8.68 (0.000) -2.24 (0.069) -7.90 (0.000) -4.36 (0.000) -8.16 (0.000) -3.65 (0.000)
R TR_Opt -2.39 (0.000) -2.95 (0.000) -6.94 (0.000) -2.69 (0.026) -6.37 (0.000) -3.77 (0.000) -6.56 (0.000) -3.41 (0.000)
CF_Genu -10.61 (0.000) -10.72 (0.000) 0.41 (0.680) -0.48 (0.622) 8.19 (0.000) 8.47 (0.000) 5.59 (0.000) 5.49 (0.000)
CF_DLPFC -10.65 (0.000) -10.97 (0.000) 7.55 (0.000) 8.32 (0.000) 15.13 (0.000) 15.08 (0.000) 12.61 (0.000) 12.83 (0.000)
CF_VLPFC -5.29 (0.000) -7.07 (0.000) -9.31 (0.000) -17.07 (0.000) -13.34 (0.000) -13.04 (0.000) -12.00 (0.000) -14.38 (0.000)
CF_SMA -7.59 (0.000) -7.83 (0.000) 5.24 (0.000) 5.40 (0.000) 10.01 (0.000) 9.82 (0.000) 8.42 (0.000) 8.35 (0.000)
CF_Precentral -1.28 (0.004) -2.14 (0.000) 11.29 (0.000) 3.45 (0.001) -2.13 (0.011) -4.07 (0.000) 2.34 (0.007) -1.56 (0.050)
CF_Postcentral -2.63 (0.000) -3.77 (0.000) 7.97 (0.000) 7.12 (0.000) 4.37 (0.000) 5.11 (0.000) 5.57 (0.000) 5.78 (0.000)
CF_Paracentral -6.90 (0.000) -5.74 (0.000) -2.52 (0.015) 1.10 (0.288) 6.33 (0.000) 5.59 (0.000) 3.38 (0.000) 4.09 (0.000)
CF_SPL -3.47 (0.000) -4.13 (0.000) 9.12 (0.000) 8.20 (0.000) 5.45 (0.000) 6.91 (0.000) 6.67 (0.000) 7.34 (0.000)
CF_IPL 1.10 (0.037) -0.75 (0.134) 22.45 (0.000) 15.12 (0.000) -0.21 (0.788) -0.78 (0.310) 7.34 (0.000) 4.52 (0.000)
CF_Precuneus -1.82 (0.046) -0.68 (0.464) -3.65 (0.274) -6.35 (0.051) -5.26 (0.000) -10.82 (0.000) -4.73 (0.006) -9.33 (0.000)
CF_Occ -1.57 (0.013) -2.79 (0.000) 0.74 (0.530) 1.19 (0.301) -2.72 (0.001) -0.25 (0.756) -1.57 (0.028) 0.23 (0.735)
CF_Sup Temp 3.62 (0.000) 1.95 (0.000) 21.16 (0.000) 12.55 (0.000) -5.98 (0.000) -7.21 (0.000) 3.06 (0.000) -0.62 (0.423)
CF_Mid Temp 2.94 (0.000) 0.19 (0.686) 8.44 (0.000) 8.08 (0.000) -8.06 (0.000) -3.70 (0.000) -2.56 (0.001) 0.23 (0.754)
CF_Temp Pole 4.01 (0.000) 1.73 (0.000) 5.83 (0.000) -5.33 (0.000) -3.24 (0.006) -9.35 (0.000) -0.22 (0.854) -8.01 (0.000)
CF_Hippo 4.63 (0.000) 2.60 (0.000) 12.20 (0.000) -3.57 (0.131) 3.66 (0.087) -6.90 (0.000) 6.50 (0.002) -5.79 (0.004)
CF_Amyg -0.08 (0.875) -1.07 (0.023) 17.75 (0.000) 13.63 (0.000) 9.73 (0.000) 7.47 (0.000) 12.40 (0.000) 9.53 (0.000)
CF_AC -2.17 (0.041) 1.93 (0.048) -4.93 (0.017) -1.31 (0.469) -3.24 (0.003) -2.31 (0.019) -3.81 (0.002) -1.98 (0.055)




3.3. Spatial patterns of age-related difference in GFA, AD, RD and MD 2 
Fig. 2 shows the 76 tracts color-coded with β1 of GFA, with men and women rendered separately. In 3 
general, GFA decreased with age in both men and women, as presented by the predominantly blue hue on 4 
the tracts. However, some tracts presented a higher GFA with age, deviating from the global trend. In the 5 
association fibers, most tracts exhibited lower GFA with age; only the stria terminalis (ST) and PF exhibited 6 
higher GFA with age. The commissure fibers exhibited a gradient difference in GFA from the anterior brain 7 
(most prominent difference in the prefrontal lobe) to the posterior brain (least prominent difference in the 8 
parietal and occipital lobes). By contrast, the commissure fibers connecting the temporal lobe exhibited 9 
higher GFA with age. In the projection fibers, the frontostriatal tracts and thalamic radiations connecting 10 
the prefrontal lobe and visual cortex exhibited lower GFA with age, whereas the CST and thalamic 11 
radiations connecting the somatosensory cortex showed higher GFA with age. Both men and women 12 
demonstrated a similar pattern of GFA difference with age, but women tended to have a more negative 13 
difference (negative β1) and less positive difference (positive β1) than did men. 14 
 15 
Fig. 2. The 76 tracts color-coded for the age-related differences in GFA. Red color indicates tracts with 16 
significant positive differences with age, blue color indicates tracts with significant negative differences 17 
with age, and gray color indicates tracts without significant age-related differences. Association (upper row), 18 
projection (middle row), and commissure (lower row) fibers are rendered separately for male (left) and 19 
female (right) participants. To visualize the age-related differences, the magnitude of β1 value was rescaled 20 
20 
 
by 104. 1 
 2 
 3 
Figure 3 shows the magnitude of β1 values of GFA in the 76-tract level and the 25 tract-group level 4 
placed side-by-side, with men and women displayed separately. Although the 76-tract level showed more 5 
details in the age difference across different tracts, the spatial pattern remained consistent in the 25-tract-6 
group level. Particularly, the tracts of atypical age-related difference (bars labeled in red) observed in the 7 
76-tract level were mostly present in the 25-tract-group level. The only exceptions were the corticospinal 8 
tracts in men, and the callosal fibers to the temporal lobe in women. There are mild significant differences 9 
in the 76-tract level (i.e., right CST_toe, CST_hand, CST_mouth, and left CST_hand in male corticospinal 10 
tracts, and CF_Sup Temp, CF_Temp Pole, CF_Hippo in female callosal fibers to the temporal lobe), and 11 
they became non-significant in the 25-tract-group level (i.e. male CST and female CF_Temp). 12 
Both levels showed that male participants had more tracts with significant positive β1 values, whereas 13 
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female participants had more tracts with significant negative β1 values. Moreover, male participants 1 
presented significant positive β1 values with magnitudes larger than those in female participants. By 2 
contrast, female participants had significant negative β1 values with magnitudes generally larger than those 3 
in male participants. Of the 76 tracts, the male and female participants had 31 (41%) and 51 (67%) tracts 4 
with significant negative β1 values, respectively. The results indicate that women had more prominent 5 
negative differences in tract properties than did men (χ2 = 10.59, p = 0.001). 6 
 7 
Fig. 3. The bar charts of the magnitude of the age-related differences (β1) in GFA in the 76-tract level (left) 8 
and the 25 tract group level (right). Men and women are displayed in (A) and (B), respectively. Red color 9 
indicates significant positive β1 values, blue color indicates significant negative β1 values, and gray color 10 
indicates β1 values without statistical significance. To visualize the age-related differences, the magnitude 11 
of β1 values was rescaled by 10
4. 12 
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Supplementary Fig. 5A presented the 76 tracts color-coded with β1 values of AD, and Supplementary 2 
Fig. 5B shows the bar charts in the 76-tract level and the 25 tract-group level, with men and women 3 
displayed separately. A predominant trend of higher AD with age was observed, with the projection fibers 4 
connecting the frontal lobe exhibiting the most prominent positive difference. A small number of tracts 5 
showed significantly lower AD with age; these tracts were distributed in the association fibers (left ST, left 6 
PF), projection fibers (left CST_Toe, left medial lemniscus (ML), bilateral TR_Opt), and commissure fibers 7 
(CF_VLPFC and CF_Temp pole). 8 
Supplementary Fig. 5C illustrates the 76 tracts color-coded with β1 values of RD, and Supplementary 9 
Fig. 5D shows the bar charts in the 76-tract level and the 25 tract-group level. A predominant trend of higher 10 
RD with age was observed, and it involved most of the association fibers and the projection and commissure 11 
fibers connecting the frontal lobe. A small number of tracts showed significantly lower RD with age and 12 
these were most prevalent among the callosal fibers (CF_VLPFC, CF_Precentral, CF_Precuneus, CF_Occ, 13 
and all callosal fibers connecting the temporal lobe), followed by the projection fibers (CST_Hand, 14 
CST_Trunk and CST_Toe, and bilateral TR_Opt), and the association fibers (bilateral PF). 15 
Supplementary Fig. 5E presents the 76 tracts color-coded with β1 values of MD, and Supplementary 16 
Fig. 5F shows the bar charts in the 76-tract level and the 25 tract-group level. A predominant trend of higher 17 
MD with age was observed, and the pattern was similar to that of RD; the tracts involved most of the 18 
association, projection and commissure fibers connecting the frontal lobe. However, tracts that presented 19 
significant lower MD with age had a pattern similar to that of AD and mostly involved the association (left 20 
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ST, bilateral PF), projection (left CST_Toe, right CST_Trunk, right ML, bilateral TR_Opt), and commissure 1 
fibers (CF_VLPFC, CF_precuneus, and CF_Temp pole). 2 
 3 
3.4. Normative values of WM tract properties in the UK Biobank cohort 4 
The mean values of GFA, AD, RD, and MD of all WM tracts for each year were analyzed; the values 5 
are listed in Supplementary Table 3, and a plot of these values is presented in Supplementary Fig. 6. A 6 
normality test was performed for each tract for each year and sex. In a total of 18,240 tests (i.e., 4 indices 7 
×76 tracts × 30 years × 2 sexes = 18,240), only 30 tests failed the test. Therefore, the means and standard 8 
deviations of diffusion indices (including GFA, AD, RD, and MD) were determined for each of the 76 tracts 9 
and at each year, with the values in men and women presented separately. By using the β1 values and mean 10 
diffusion indices of the population aged 47 years, the total relative difference across 30 years was calculated 11 
for each index at each tract and for each sex. We observed that the difference in tract properties from ages 12 
of 47 to 76 years was not very large. The total relative difference across 30 years was at most 13% with 13 
respect to the initial tract properties at the age of 47 years. In men, the CF_DLPFC had the greatest negative 14 
difference in GFA, and the total relative difference over 30 years was −6%. Moreover, the largest positive 15 
differences in AD, RD, and MD were found in the PC (CF_PC), right FX and right FX, respectively, with 16 
the total relative difference of 8%, 13%, and 9%, respectively. In women, the CF_DLPFC exhibited the 17 
greatest negative difference in GFA, and the total relative difference over 30 years was −6%. Moreover, the 18 
largest positive differences in AD, RD, and MD were found in left FS_VLPFC, right ST, and left FS_VLPF, 19 




4. Discussion 2 
4.1. Summary 3 
This cross-sectional study analyzed the largest cohort of neurologically healthy participants in the 4 
world and provided a detailed description of age-related differences in dMRI-derived tract properties across 5 
mid to late adulthood. The study results are exceptionally valuable because all MRI data were acquired 6 
using the same MRI scanner and analyzed using the same analysis software, thus avoiding the variability 7 
due to the use of different scanners or analysis techniques. By using a large sample size and stringent data 8 
acquisition and analysis procedures, we observed significant differences in dMRI-derived tract properties 9 
in normal aging and their corresponding spatial distributions. A dominant pattern of age-related difference, 10 
with lower /insignificant GFA and higher AD, RD, and MD with age, was seen in 59% of the tracts (45 of 11 
76 tracts). This pattern involved most of the association fibers plus the projection and callosal fibers 12 
connecting the prefrontal cortices. In addition to the dominant pattern, three atypical patterns were observed 13 
in 21% of the tracts (16 of 76 tracts). These atypical patterns might represent milder degrees of age-related 14 
differences in tract properties, and mainly involved the projection fibers and callosal fibers connecting the 15 
sensorimotor, occipital and temporal cortices.  16 
 17 
4.2. Axonal fibers in brain aging 18 
Neurobiological studies have shown that axonal fibers deteriorate more profoundly than neurons 19 
during normal aging (Peters et al., 1998). Pakkenberg and Gundersen (1997) reported up to 28% reduction 20 
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in WM volume, but approximately 10% reduction in cortical neuron number in individuals aged 20–90 1 
years. Multiple studies have also reported that aging effects on axonal fibers are heterogeneous (Aboitiz et 2 
al., 1992; Liewald et al., 2014; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012). Thin fibers are more vulnerable to aging effects 3 
than are thick fibers, and fibers connecting the prefrontal lobe exhibit more profound aging effects than 4 
those connecting the posterior brain (Bartzokis, George, 2004). The heterogeneous aging effects on axonal 5 
fibers reflect different vulnerabilities of axonal fibers owing to varied age-related alterations of perfusion, 6 
oligodendrocytes and other glial cells (Liu, Huan et al., 2017). 7 
 8 
4.3. A dominant pattern of age-related differences in tract properties 9 
This study found a dominant pattern of age-related differences in tract properties (i.e., higher AD, RD, 10 
and MD and lower /insignificant GFA with age; Fig. 3 and Table 2). We found that the tracts with this 11 
dominant pattern involved most of the association fibers and the prefrontal part of the commissure fibers 12 
and projection fibers. Neurobiological studies have reported the presence of abundant thin fibers in the 13 
association fibers (Liewald et al., 2014), prefrontal commissure fibers (Aboitiz et al., 1992), and prefrontal 14 
projection fibers (Tomasi and Volkow, 2012). Thin fibers have thinner myelin sheaths, mature later in life, 15 
and are more vulnerable to aging effect than thick fibers (Liu, H. et al., 2017). The similarity of the spatial 16 
distribution reported in this study and that reported in neurobiological studies implies that the dominant 17 
pattern of diffusion difference might be related to aging effect of WM microstructures.  18 
Despite differing methodologies, some of the longitudinal dMRI studies observed age-related changes 19 
consistent with our findings. Bender et al. found that the association fibers exhibited the most pronounced 20 
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declines over time (Bender et al., 2016). Their findings support our cross-sectional findings that the 1 
dominant pattern of age-related difference mainly involved the association fibers. Sexton et al. observed 2 
that the annual change in diffusion indices presented a lobe-specific pattern (Sexton et al., 2014); the decline 3 
was most rapid in the frontal lobe, followed by parietal, occipital lobes, and the least in the temporal lobe. 4 
This lobe-specific pattern was also observed in our age-related differences in callosal fibers. The spatial 5 
patterns reported above lend support to the myelodegeneration hypothesis (Bartzokis, G., 2004; Davis et 6 
al., 2009). 7 
Diffusion index profiles only capture some tract properties. Indices derived from other quantitative 8 
MRI measurements such as longitudinal relaxivity R1 or magnetisation transfer ratio may represent 9 
different WM aging processes (Seiler et al., 2014; Yeatman et al., 2014). Interpretation of underlying 10 
microstructural variations merely based on diffusion indices may be oversimplified (Jones et al., 2013). 11 
Nevertheless, the present study provides a brain-wide view of tract property differences, which can only be 12 
obtained by meta-analysis of previous DTI studies that have found selective age-related differences in the 13 
association fibers (Hugenschmidt et al., 2008; Stadlbauer et al., 2008), prefrontal projection fibers (Jang, S. 14 
H. and Seo, J. P., 2015), and prefrontal commissure fibers (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006; Yoon et al., 15 
2008). 16 
Previous DTI studies have reported a dominant pattern of age difference with lower FA, higher RD, 17 
and varied AD with age (Bennett et al., 2010; Burzynska et al., 2010). The dominant pattern in our study 18 
presented lower GFA, higher RD, and higher AD with age. The inconsistency in AD difference may be 19 
caused by differences in age groups. Both the abovementioned DTI studies compared a group of young 20 
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adults in the age range of 18–32 years with a group of older adults in the age range of 60–72 years (Bennett 1 
et al., 2010; Burzynska et al., 2010). By contrast, the age of our participants ranged from 47 to 76 years. 2 
Diffusion indices are known to vary nonlinearly across a lifespan. Diffusion anisotropy parameters such as 3 
GFA increases from childhood to early adulthood, peaks in the middle age, and decreases afterward 4 
(Kochunov et al., 2012), whereas AD, RD, and MD decrease from childhood, reach the minimum in midlife, 5 
and increase in later life. The difference in AD between young adults and older adults recruited in previous 6 
DTI studies may be smaller than the difference among adults aged 47–76 years in our study, resulting in 7 
varied differences in AD. 8 
 9 
4.4. Atypical patterns of age-related differences in tract properties 10 
In addition to the dominant pattern, we found three atypical patterns of age-related differences (Table 11 
2). The first pattern presented higher AD, varied RD, higher MD, and higher GFA with age; the second 12 
pattern exhibited higher AD, lower RD, higher GFA, and varied MD; and the third showed lower AD, RD, 13 
and MD and varied GFA. The first and second patterns shared a pattern of diffusion index variations, namely 14 
higher GFA and AD with age. The two patterns also shared a spatial distribution. The tracts included the 15 
projection fibers connecting the sensorimotor area (CST_Toe, CST_Hand, and thalamic radiations 16 
connecting the precentral and postcentral cortices) and the commissural fibers connecting the temporal and 17 
occipital lobes (CF_Sup temp, CF_Mid temp, CF_Temp pole, CF_Hippo, and CF_PC). Our findings are 18 
consistent with previous DTI studies that showed relatively spared fibers connecting the sensorimotor 19 
cortex (Jang, Sung Ho and Seo, Jeong Pyo, 2015) and temporal and occipital areas (Sullivan et al., 2006; 20 
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Yoon et al., 2008). Therefore, these two patterns of diffusion variations may imply a relatively mild form 1 
of aging effect. 2 
The third pattern of age difference exhibited lower AD, RD, and MD with age. Except CF_VLPFC, 3 
the tracts in the third pattern involved the visual cortex (left PF and bilateral TR_Opt). Like sensorimotor 4 
tracts, the tracts to the visual areas have abundant thick fibers known to be resistant to the effects of aging 5 
(Bartzokis, G., 2004). Therefore, the third pattern might imply another form of mild aging effect. Although 6 
CF_VLPFC belongs to the callosal fibers connecting the prefrontal lobe, it exhibited a completely opposite 7 
age difference pattern compared with other callosal fibers of the prefrontal lobe. Further research is required 8 
to investigate the mechanism of the opposite age difference of this tract. 9 
 10 
4.5. Age-related tract differences in women 11 
This study found that female participants presented more tracts with significant negative differences 12 
in tract properties (i.e., GFA) than male participants. A similar sex difference in age-related differences of 13 
tract properties has been reported previously and is considered to be partially related to menopausal effects 14 
(Berent-Spillson et al., 2012; Ha et al., 2007; Mosconi et al., 2017; Mosconi et al., 2018; Peper et al., 2011; 15 
Ycaza Herrera and Mather, 2015). Because participant age in this study ranged from 47 to 76 years, the 16 
women were a mix of premenopausal, perimenopausal,and postmenopausal. Estrogen is known to have 17 
potent neuroprotective effects, and reduced estrogen concentration in female-specific endocrine transitions 18 
has been found to be associated with alterations of WM in aging, enhanced Alzheimer’s disease–related 19 
pathologies in the brain, cognitive decline, and neurodegenerative disease in elderly women (Berent-20 
30 
 
Spillson et al., 2012; Ha et al., 2007; Mosconi et al., 2017; Mosconi et al., 2018; Peper et al., 2011; Ycaza 1 
Herrera and Mather, 2015). Although some participants may have received hormone therapy, the effect is 2 
inconsistent and the number of medicated women may be too low to balance the overall reduction of 3 
estrogen in the population. In addition to the menopausal effects, factors such as education, occupation, 4 
lifestyle, and cardiovascular risks may modulate WM properties (Tian et al., 2015; Williamson et al., 2018). 5 
Further research is required to investigate the causes of aggravated deficits of dMRI-derived tract properties 6 
in women after middle age. 7 
 8 
4.6. Magnitude of differences in tract properties with age 9 
A contribution of this study is that it provides comprehensive data of age-related differences in tract 10 
properties from 47 to 76 years of age (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 6). These normative 11 
data allowed us to estimate the relative amount of difference over the span of 30 years in late adulthood. 12 
Relative to the initial index values at 47 years of age, the relative amount of difference was not larger than 13 
13% over 30 years or 0.43% per year. The magnitude of the difference is comparable to the fitted results 14 
on a lifespan cohort interpreted in the same age range of (Lebel et al., 2012) and the longitudinal results on 15 
a cohort scanned at 73 and 76 years of age (Ritchie et al., 2017). Amlien et al. (Amlien et al., 2013) 16 
conducted a longitudinal study on patients with mild cognitive impairment and found a greater rate of 17 
decline in WM properties in these patients than in healthy people. By using the normative data for tract-18 
specific age differences in normal aging, we can detect advanced aging effects on specific tracts in 19 
pathological brain aging. For instance, a longitudinal study on a group of participants who were mutation 20 
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carriers of early-onset autosomal-dominant Alzheimer’s disease showed a change of 0.27% per year in the 1 
IFOF and genu of the corpus callosum (Araque Caballero et al., 2018), exceeding the estimated age-related 2 
differences of 0.13% and 0.08% in our healthy population, respectively. 3 
 4 
4.7. Limitations 5 
The study has limitations that may necessitate cautious interpretation of the results. First, the study 6 
used a cross-sectional design. The β1 derived from these values is deemed different from the values of the 7 
slope obtained from longitudinal studies that have followed up the same cohort over time (Pfefferbaum and 8 
Sullivan, 2015). Hypothetically, the longitudinal design is superior to the cross-sectional design in 9 
describing age-related change of diffusion indices because additional information of interval change of each 10 
individual is provided. However, the measured interval change may not purely come from the brain change, 11 
it may also come from the system change during the observation interval. Constant system calibration is 12 
needed to control this confounding factor in both longitudinal and cross-sectional studies. Second, the age 13 
range of the participants was 47–76 years and the total amount of difference over this age range was quite 14 
small (only 13% at most). The age differences in tract properties may accelerate with advancing age, as 15 
observed by a longitudinal study on 5286 people in the Rotterdam Study (Vinke et al., 2018). In addition, 16 
we found some tracts showing little age difference in this age range. Investigating the trajectories of these 17 
tracts since young adulthood is noteworthy. Such questions can be answered by the Rhineland study, an 18 
ongoing longitudinal study, which plans to recruit 30,000 community-based people aged 30 years or over 19 
at baseline (Breteler and Wolf, 2014). Third, the study participants came from a community-dwelling 20 
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population who had no history of neurological and psychiatric disease, substance abuse, and malignancy 1 
and had an IQ within normal range. However, the participants might have varied degrees of WM 2 
hyperintensity lesions which might confound the diffusion index values and change the age-difference 3 
patterns. Schelten's scale or a reliable quantitative tool for lesion segmentation is needed to regress out this 4 
confounding factor. Fourth, although we have provided evidence to address the concerns of registration 5 
accuracy, we still acknowledge that the error incurred from individual variation of the gyral folding is 6 
inevitable. According to tract anatomy, the portion of the tract sitting in such error-prone regions is less 7 
than 30% (Zhang et al., 2018). If there is only 50% overlap between template tracts and an individual’s 8 
‘real’ tracts, the error is estimated to be less than 15%. Finally, this study used MAP-MRI to reconstruct 9 
diffusion PDF, and from which quantified diffusion indices. We then employed TBAA to sample diffusion 10 
index values on 76 white matter fiber tracts. Comparing our results with others’ using different diffusion 11 
reconstruction or sampling methods would be very challenging because it is unclear whether the disparity 12 
of the results is due to methodological difference or other factors related to study populations or imaging 13 
techniques. Unification of core imaging protocols and process pipelines would facilitate the comparison 14 
across different studies. 15 
 16 
5. Conclusions 17 
By analyzing dMRI data from 7167 UK Biobank participants, this paper has provided a detailed 18 
description of heterogeneity of age-related differences in tract properties in a healthy community-dwelling 19 
population aged 47 to 76 years. Profiles of age-related differences in diffusion indices and the corresponding 20 
33 
 
spatial patterns as revealed at 5 levels of tract grouping characterize a specific heterogeneous aging effect. 1 
The dominant patterns of age-related differences in tract properties were concentrated in the frontal lobe, 2 
corresponding to a relatively profound aging effect. By contrast, the atypical patterns of age-related 3 
differences were distributed in the posterior brain and temporal lobe, corresponding to a milder form of 4 
aging. The tract-wise relative differences in dMRI indices generally support the myelodegeneration 5 
hypothesis and can serve as a reference of normal aging effects. 6 
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